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CHAPTER ONE
8. Earth Democracy is based on living cultures

Living cultures promote peace and create free spac~s for th: pra~tice of different religions and the adoption of different faiths and identities. Living cultures allow cultural diversity to thrive from the ground of
our common humanity and our common rights as members of an earth
community:
9. Living cultures are life nourishing
Living cultures are based on the dignity of and respect for all life,
human and nonhuman, people of all genders and cultures, present and
future generations. Living cultures are, therefore, ecological cultures
which do not promote life-destroying lifestyles or consumption and
production patterns, or the overuse and exploitation of resources. Living cultures are diverse and based on reverence for life. Living cultures
recognize the multiplicity of identities based in an identity of place
and local community-and a planetary consciousness that connects
the individual to the earth and all life.
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The earth provides enough resources for everyone's need, but not for

some people's greed.
-Mahatma Gandhi'

Jo. Earth Democracy gl.obalizes peace, care, and compassion
Earth Democracy connects people in circles of care, cooperation,
and compassion instead of dividing them through competition and
conflict, fear and hatred. In the face of a world of greed, inequality,
and overconsumption, Earth Democracy globalizes compassion, justice,
and sustainability.
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he word economics is derived from the Greek word oikos, meaning
home. Home is where one is born, grows up, and is looked after.
Mathew Fox wrote, "Our true home is the universe itself'' Robert Frost
observes, "Home is the place where when you go there, they have to take
you in:' 3 Home is where there is always a place for you at the table and
where you can count on sharing what is at the table. To be part of a
home, a household, is to have access to life. How is it that economic
systems today are such unwelcoming spaces? How have they become
places that, rather than take us in, often bar our entry, and, in the process, refuse us not only a home, but a right to sustenance, stability, and
ultimately life?
The dominant economy goes by many names-the market economy, the globalized economy, corporate globalization, and capitalism, to
name a few-but all these names fail to acknowledge that this economy
is but one of the three major economies at work in the world today. In
Earth Democracy every being has equal access to the earth's resources
that make life possible; this access is assured by recognizing the importance of the other two economies: nature's economy and the sustenance
economy.
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The globalized free market economy, which dominates our lives, is
based on rules that extinguish and deny access to life and livelihoods by
generating scarcity. This scarcity is created by the destruction of nature's
economy and the sustenance economy, where life is nourished, maintained, and renewed. Globalization and free trade decimate the conditions for productive, creative employment by enclosing the commons,
which are necessary for the sustenance of life. The anti-life dimensions
of economic globalization are rooted in the fact that capital exchange
is taking the place of living processes and the rights of corporations are
displacing those of living people.
The economic conflict of our times is not just a North-South divide,
though the inequalities created by colonialism, the ma! development
model of debt-slavery imposed by the IMF and the World Bank, and the
rules of the WTO-have that dimension. The contest is between a global economy of death and destruction and diverse economies for life and
creation. In our age, "have or have not" has mutated into "live or live not:'

The Three Economies
Why does the dominant economic model fail to meet the needs of so
many societies and communities? Why is success, measured by economic growth, so intimately related to increased poverty, hunger, and
thirst? There are two reasons why ecological disasters and the number
of displaced, destitute, and disposable people increase in direct proportion to economic growth. First is the reduction of the visible economy to
the market and activities controlled by capital. Second, the legal rights of
corporations have increased at the cost of the rights ofreal people.
As the dominant economy myopically focuses on the working of the
market, it ignores both nature's economy and the sustenance economy,
on which it depends. In a focus on the financial bottom line, the market
makes invisible nature's economy and people's sustenance economies.
While the exchange of goods and services has always been a characteristic of human societies, the elevation of the market to the highest
organizing principle of society has led to the neglect of the other two vital
economies. When exclusive attention is given to the growth of the market, living processes become invisible externalities. The requirements
of nature, not backed up by suit able purchasing power, cannot be registered or fulfilled by the market economy. Not only does this focus on
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the market hide the existence of nature's economy and the sustenance·
economy, it hides the harm that market growth causes. As a result, especially in the context of Third World countries, nature's need for resources gets ignored. So too are the requirements of the sustenance economy
that provides for the biological survival of the marginalized poor and the
reproduction of society. The hidden damage. caused by market-based development and globalization processes have created new forms of poverty and underdevelopment. The political economy of Earth Democracy
movements cannot be understood without a dear comprehension of the
place of natural resources in the three distinct economies.
Furthermore, economic growth is leading to disenfranchisement and
disposability of people as hard-won rights designed to protect people are
increasingly transferred to corporations. Free market rules for corporate
freedom are increasingly rules which exclude real people from the economic and political affairs of society and disenfranchise them from nature. The legal status of corporations serves to hold the people running
the corporations free from responsibility for the harm the corporations
cause. And just as the corporation gained the legal standing of a person,
the market, too, has become personified. More pages in the media are
devoted to the "health of the market" than to the health of the planet or
well-being of people.

Nature's Economy
Like the word economy; ecology also comes from the Greek word for home
or household. Yet in the context of market-oriented development, economy and ecology have been pitted against each other. The market economy separates nature from people and ecology from economy. Nature is
defined as free of humans. Conservation is reduced to "wilderness" management. Development is viewed as the exclusive domain of production.
Nature and people's self-provisioning economies have no productive role
according to the market.
However nature's economy is the first economy, the primary economy on which all other economies rest. Nature's economy consists of
the production of goods and services by nature-the water recycled and
distributed through the hydrologic cycle, the soil fertility produced by
microorganisms, the plants fertilized by pollinators. Human production,
human creativity shrinks to insignificance in comparison with nature.
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Natural resources are produced and reproduced through a complex
network of ecological processes. Nature is the world's dominant producer, but its products are not, and cannot be, acknowledged as such in
the market economy. Only production and productivity in the context
of market economics has been considered production. Organic productivity in forestry or agriculture has also been viewed narrowly with the
marketable products as the total productive output. This has resulted in
vast areas of productive work-the production of humus by forests, the
regeneration of water resources, the natural evolution of genetic products, the creation offertile soil from eroding rock-remaining beyond the
scope of economics. Many of these productive processes are dependent
on a number of other ecological processes and are not fully understood
even within the natural sciences.
At present, ecology movements are the primary voice stressing the
full economic value of these natural processes. The present scale of
resource-ignorant economic development threatens the whole natural
resource system with a serious loss of productivity. The marker-oriented
development process risks destroying nature's economy through the
overexploitation of resources and the uncomprehended destruction of
ecological processes. These consequences do not necessarily manifest
themselves within the period of a given development project. The shortterm positive contribution of economic growth from such development
may prove totally inadequate to balance the invisible or delayed damage
to the economy of natural ecological processes. In the larger context, economic growth can thus, itself become the source of underdevelopment.
The ecological destruction associated with uncontrolled exploitation of
natural resources for commercial gains is symptomatic of the conflict
over how wealth is generated in the market and in nature.

The Sustenance Economy: Bringing People Back
into the Picture
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dominated economy. The sustenance economy is the economy of the twothirds of humanity engaged in craft production, peasant agriculture, artisanal fishing, and indigenous forest economies. The sustenance economy
includes all spheres in which humans produce in balance with nature and
reproduce society through partnerships, mutuality, and reciprocity.
Without the sustenance economy, there would be no market economy. Sustenance economies exist even where capital markets do not. Yet
capital's markets cannot exist without the sustenance economy, nor can
the market fully internalize the sustenance economy because externalizing the social burden is the very basis of profits and capital accumulation.
As structural adjustments and globalization destroy livelihoods, women
work longer hours, at multiple part-time jobs to feed their families. As
privatization of health care dismantles public health systems, families
take on the burden oflooking after the ill. The more markets depend on
work outside the market, the more the sustenance economy is rendered
invisible, and left without resources.
The poverty of the Third World has resulted from centuries of the
drain of resources from the sustenance economy. Globalization has accelerated and expanded the methods used to deplete the sustenance
economy-the privatization of water, the patenting of seeds and biodiversity, and the corporatization of agriculture. This deliberate starving
of the sustenance economy is at the root of the violence of globalization.
Modern economics, the concept of development and progress, and
now the paradigm of globalization cover but a minuscule portion of the
history of human economic production. The sustenance economy has
given human societies the material means of survival by deriving livelihoods directly from nature. Within the context of a limited resource
base, diverting natural resources from directly sustaining human existence to generating growth in the market economy destroys the sustenance economy. In the sustenance economy, satisfying basic needs and
ensuring long-term sustainability are the organizing principles for natural resource use, whereas the exploitation of resources for profits and
capital accumulation are the organizing principles for the market.

In the sustenance economy, people work to directly provide the condi-

tions necessary to maintain their lives. This is the economy through which
human production and reproduction is primarily possible. It is the women's economy where, because of the patriarchal division oflabor, societal
reproduction takes place. Women's work provides sustenance and support to all human activities-including the visible activities of the market

Markets and the Market
Markets are places of exchange. The bazaar, thriving even today in India, is a place where people exchange products they have grown and
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produced. The concrete, embedded market grows out of society. Based
on direct relationships and face-to-face transactions, it is in fact an extension of society. When markets are replaced by the market, society is
replaced by capital and the market becomes the anonymous face of corporations. Real people, exchanging what they create and what they need,
are replaced by the abstract and invisible hand of the market.
There are two kinds of markets. Markets embedded in nature and
society are places of exchange, of meeting, of culture. Some are simultaneously cultural festivals and spaces for economic transactions, with
real people buying and selling real things they have produced or directly
need. Such markets are diverse and direct. They serve people, and are
shaped by people.
The market shaped by capital, excludes people as producers. Cultural spaces of exchange are replaced by invisible processes. People's needs
are substituted for by greed, profit, and consumerism. The market becomes the mystification of processes of crude capital accumulation, the
mask behind which those wielding corporate power hide.
It is this disembodied, decontextualized market which destroys the
environment and peoples' lives.
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with sheep. "Sheep eat men'' is how Sir Thomas More described the phenomena of the enclosures of the commons.
Your sheep, that were wont to be so meek and tame aod so small eaters,
now, aod I had hearsay become so great devourers and so wild, that they
eat up and swallow down the very man themselves. They consume, destroy
and devour whole fields, houses and cities.'
Tue economics of enclosure worked for the landlords, but against
the peasants. While one acre of arable land on the commons could produce 670 pounds of bread, it could only maintain a few sheep.' In terms of
the food and the sustenance economy this was a loss, since the sheep
could only produce 176 pounds of mutton. However, in monetary terms,
the landlords gained. A single shepherd tending the sheep produced
much higher returns for the landlord than the rents paid by dozens of
peasants. That the peasants were growing the food, fodder, fuel, and other essentials for their survival on the commons was, for the landlord, not
a matter of consideration. The profits provided the necessary justification for the privateers to expand the market economy, despite the cost to
nature's economy and the sustenance economy.
Five processes constitute enclosing the commons.

The Domination of the Market

1. The exclusion of people from access to resources that had been

A key to the domination of the market economy is its ability to claim

2. Tue creation of "surplus'' or "disposable" people by denying rights
of access to the commons that sustained them.

resources from outside of its scope. The transformation of land from
public to private ownership was essential for the market economy to
become the dominant economy. The transformation, known as the enclosure of the commons, was usually triggered by the greed and power
of the privateers.' The word enclosure describes the physical exclusion
of the community from their commons by "surrounding a piece of land
with hedges, ditches, or other barriers to the free passage of men and
animals:·s
The land called the commons was formally owned by the landlord,
but the rights to use it belonged to the commoners. It was the removal of
these rights to common property which enabled enclosure. In England,
where the movement began in the sixteenth century, the enclosures were
driven by the hunger of machines, by the increased demand for wool
by the textile industry, The landlords, supported by industrialists, merchants, and bankers, pushed peasants off the land and replaced them

their common property or held in common.

3. The creation of private property by the enclosure of common
property.
4. The replacement of diversity that provides for multiple needs and
performs multiple functions with monocultures that provide raw
material and commodities for the market.
5. Tue enclosure of minds and imagination, with the result that enclosures are defined and perceived as universal human progress,
not as growth of privilege and exclusive rights for a few and dispossession and impoverishment for the many.
Enclosures were exalted as allowing "an unparallel expansion of productive possibilities:' Productivity was defined from the perspective of
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the rich and the powerful, not from that of the commoner, and valued
only profits and the benefit to the market, not nature's sustainability or
people's sustenance. The rich "deplored the insubordination of commoners, the unimprovability of their pastures, and the brake on production
represented by shared property:•, Despite the opinion of the landlords,
the commons were not wasted land; they were a rich resource providing
the community with a degree of self-reliance and self-governance.
The market created its own multiplier effect, which pushed the sustenance economy further from view. The more the powerful gained economic and political power from the growing market economy, the more
they dispossessed the poor and enclosed their common property. And
the more the poor were dispossessed of their means to provide their own
sustenance, the more they had to turn to the market to buy what they
had formerly produced themselves.
When the cottager was cut off from his resources ... there was little else
that he could do in the old way. It was out of the question to obtain most
of his supplies by his own handiwork: they had to be procured, ready made
from another source. That source, I need hardly say, was a shop.10
As it was with the land commons, so it is today with the biodiversity
and seed commons through intellectual property rights and the water commons through privatization. Now the seeds, the medicine, the water that
historically have been the common property of communities need to be
bought at high cost from gene giants like Monsanto, who own the patents,
and water giants like Suez, Bechtel, and Vivendi, who own the concessions.
The transformation of common property rights into private property rights
implicitly denies the right to survival for large sections of society.

What are the Commons?
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The very notion of the commons implies a resource is owned, managed,
and used by the community. A commons embodies social relations based
on interdependence and cooperation. There are clear rules and principles;
there are systems of decision-making. Decisions about what crops to sow,
how many cattle will graze, which trees will be cut, which streams will
irrigate which field at what time, are made jointly and democratically by
the members of the community. A democratic form of governance is what
made, and makes, a commons a commons. 1his was as true of England in
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the late eighteenth century as it is of regions where community control of
the commons is still the method of governance and ownership.
In India, the equitable distribution ofland was frequently based on a
system called bhaiachara or custom (achara) of the brothers (bhai). Lord
Baden-Powell observed in his book on land tenures:
Here the whole area available was studied and was classified by the
Panchayat [local or community council] into good and bad, better, best,
&c.; and then a suitable number oflots were made.each consisting of
specimen strips of each kind of soil, scattered over the whole area. Each
lot so made up would be called the baiwadi-bigha, or tauzi-bigha-an artificial land uuit, which had no relation to the ordinary or standard measure; then, according to the requirement of the numbers in the families, a

certain number of such units would be handed over to each section and
subsection .... Whatever was done, it was always with the desire of
equality-adjusting the share to the burden to be borne."
While not all bhaiachara villages went in for strip farming, the practice was most evident in regions where the weather and environment
were most severe and unpredictable. Scattering promoted cooperation
and collective action.
Scattering was an institutional device to provide insurance to individuals

against uncertainty, provided they cooperated .... The propensity to act collectively increased if risk could be shared and ifaccess to varied resources
could be equalized. Scattering of the arable land went hand in hand with
compact grazing and collective management of the field channels of irrigation wells and ponds. 12
Chakravarty-Kaul, a professor at Delhi University, writes that the
term bhaiachara also applied to villages where land was divided on the
basis of how much was ploughed, ancestral usage, or even where it was
customary that each family was allowed to cultivate as much of the commons as it could without putting pressures on other members of the
community. The common factor of bhaiachara holdings was that taxes
were paid only on what was actually cultivated by the family. 13

Terra Nullius
Most sustainable cultures, in all their diversity, view the earth as terra
mater (mother earth). They gratefully receive nature's gifts and return
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the debt through ecologically sustainable lifestyles and earth-centered
cosmologies. The colonial construct of the passivity of the earth and
the consequent creation of the colonial category ofland as terra nullius
(empty land), served two purposes: it denied the existence and prior
rights of original inhabitants and it obscured the regenerative capacity
and processes of the earth. It therefore allowed the emergence of private
property from enclosures, and allowed nonsustainable use of resources
to be considered "development" and "progress:· For the privateer and the
colonizer, enclosure was improvement.

In Australia, the colonizers justified the total appropriation of land
and its natural resources by declaring the entire continent of Australia
to be terra nullius-uninhabited. This declaration established a simple
path to privatizing the commons, because as far as the colonizers were
concerned, there were no commons. Similarly, in the American colonies the takeover of native resources was justified on the ground that
indigenous people did not "improve" their land. As John Winthrop, first
governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, wrote in 1669:
Natives in New England, they enclose no land, neither have they any
settled habitation, nor any tame cattle to improve the land by soe have
nor other but a Natural Right to those countries. Soe as ifwe leave them
sufficient for their use, we may lawfully take the rest. 14
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numbers of small peasants through common rights of access to these resources. They also gave shelter to the poorer and landless peasants who
migrated from the overcrowded open-field villages of the corn-growing
districts. 16
The fate of the forests was similar to that of the pastures. The Crown
possessed the forests, while the peasants had common rights to what the
forest produced. With the increasing demand for resources to feed capitalist growth, the Crown adopted a policy of deforestation. As a result,
the peasants lost their common rights and the Crown and the lords of
manors enclosed the deforested land and parceled it into large farms for
lease at competitive rents.
A head-on clash developed between the lords of manors and the
peasantry in many parts of the country over control of the commons.
Between 1628 to 1631, large crowds repeatedly attacked and broke down
the enclosures. Large areas of England were in a state of rebellion.
Under English common law, enclosure of a common required the
unanimous consent of the entire community. No authority had the right
to alienate and enclose the commons. Just one member could block the
change. This right was fundamental and inalienable, and was fiercely defended.
I defy you to enclosure one square yard; I defy you severally; I defy you
jointly; you may meet in your court, you may pass what resolutions you

As I wrote inBiopiracy, the logic of empty lands is now being expanded
to "empty life:' Terra nullius is now used to appropriate biodiversity from
the original owners and innovators by defining their seeds, medicinal
plants, and medical knowledge as nature, and treating the tools of genetic engineering as the only path to "improvement:'15 By disregarding nonmarket use, authorities free themselves to enclose rivers through India's
River Linking Project and to enclose. groundwater for bottled water and
soft drinks by corporations like Coca-Cola and Pepsi.

The English Enclosures
The commons, which the Crown of England declared wastelands, were
really productive lands providing extensive common pastures for the
animals of the established peasant communities; timber and stone for
building; reeds for thatching and baskets; wood for fuel; and wild animals, birds, fish, berries, and nuts for food. These areas supported large

please, I shall condemn them; for I have a right to put my beast on this
land and every part of it; the law gives me this right and the King protects it.17

Local democracy and these inalienable rights were, however, eroded
as the power of money subverted the management and ownership of the
commons. Commercial interests pressured Parliament to pass acts to
enclose the commons.
Between 1770 and 1830, 3,280 bills were passed by Parliament to enact the enclosure of the commons. As a result of this legislation:
6 million acres of commonly held lands, open fields, meadows, wetlands,
forests and unoccupied "waste" lands, until then the domain of the
public at large, were put into private hands and subsequently hedged and
fenced and farmed and herded and hunted for private gain. 18
Enclosures without parliamentary approval were nearly as vast. By
the period's end more than half the land in England was in private hands.
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From Commons to Commodities:
Colonialism as Enclosure
Enclosures are not just a historical episode that occurred in England.
Enclosures have also been central to the continuing processes of colonization. Colonialism created private property by enclosing the commons and displacing and uprooting the original peoples in the Americas,
Africa, and Asia.
The English policy of deforestation and enclosure was replicated in the
colonies in India. The first Indian Forest Act, passed in 1865 by the Supreme
Legislative Council, authorized the govermnent to declare forests and
benap {uruneasured lands) as reserved forests. The act marks the beginning
of what is called the "scientific management" of forests and resulted in the
erosion of both the fertility of the forests and the rights oflocal people to
forest produce. Though technically the forests became state property, forest reservation was in fact an enclosure because it converted a common resource into a commercial one. The state merely mediated the privatization.
When the British established their rule in India, it was estimated that
from one-third to one-half of the total area of Bengal Province alone was
wasteland. The colonial concept of wastelands was not an assessment of
the biological productivity of land but of its revenue-generating capacity. Wasteland was land which did not yield any revenue because it was
not farmland, but forest. These lands were taken over by the British government and leased to cultivators to turn them into revenue-generating
lands. It was only at the end of the 19th century when forests also became
a source of revenue that state forests were no longer called wastelands.
Village forests and grazing lands, however, continued to be categorized
as wastelands, even though they were vital fuel and fodder resources for
the agricultural economy.
The colonial category of wastelands was thus an economic category, but colonial policy also created the category of ecologically wasted
lands-land which had lost its biological productivity because of social
and government action and inaction. These wasted lands are found in
areas demarcated as reserved forests, owned privately by individuals for
agricultural use, and common lands shared by communities for fuel and
fodder supplies.
In the colonial period, peasants were forced to grow indigo instead
of food, salt was taxed to provide revenues for the British military,
and forests were enclosed to transform them into state monopolies
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for commercial exploitation. In the rural areas, these actions gradually
eroded the peasants' usufruct or nistar rights-their rights to food, fuel,
and grazing livestock on the community's common lands. The erosion of
peasant communities' rights to their forests, sacred groves, and "wastelands'' has been the prime cause of their impoverishment.
Once India's land was usurped, the collection of public revenue became a prime concern of the colonizing powers. Someone needed to be
taxed. Before the British came to India produce was taxed but the land
itself was not. To collect the tax, the British needed proprietors ofland
who would collect rents from the cultivators and pass it on to them. How
could this be done?
The answer was extremely simple-create landlords. The task of
finding the landlords was not too difficult-who better than those who
already were used to collect money from the peasants for the state? The
zamindars formed the majority of the new landlords.
A motley collection of rural overlords in late 18th-century Bengal
conveniently and misleadingly went under the single name of zamindar. To compound the confusion, these varied elements in the Bengal
countryside bore no resemblance to the village zamindars. The Bengal
zamindars encompassed at least four separately identifiable categories:
the old territorial heads of principalities, such as the rajas ofTippera and
Coach Behar; the great landholding families who paid a fixed land tax
and behaved like feudatory chiefs, such as the Rajas of Burdwan, Dinajpur, Rajshahi, Jessore, and Nadia; the numerous families who had held
offices for collecting land revenue over a number of generations; and
revenue farmers established by the grant ofDiwani in 1765. In a bad "case
of mistaken identity;' Lord Cornwallis, the governor general, by a grand
proclamation on March 22, 1793, followed up by a barrage of regulations,
conferred the prized private property right in land to this diverse group
of rural overlords unified only in name. 19
The colonial extraction ofresources dramatically transformed India's
ability to develop local infrastructure. Dharampal, India's preeminent historian, has shown that in pre-British India, 80 to 95 percent of resources
were utilized at the local and intermediate levels for maintaining the
socio-cultural-economic infrastructure. Only 5 to 20 percent went to a
central authority; the rest remained in the local economy to support performing arts, vaid;yas (indigenous medical practitioners), school teachers,
priests, accountants, iron smiths, carpenters, potters, washer men, water
managers, and the maintenance of irrigation works. Colonialism reversed
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this disbursement ratio, with Britain leavmg only 10 percent for local infrastructure to sustain the people and taking 90 percent to run the empire.'"

Birth of Corporations
:nie emergence of corporations like the East India Company created new
'.nstrum~nts of wealth extraction for the investors and new degrees of
1mpovenshment and dispossession for producers. Instead of producers
and, production leading trade, trade controlled production. In the end,
corporations took over control of production from the labor guilds in
England and from future colonies such as India.
Toe East India Company, one of the earliest corporations, was created
by men who controlled capital to finance voyages for colonization. It was
rul~d by a governor and 24 assistants and had a monopoly on trade with
all islands and ports in Asia, Africa, and America from the Cape of Good
Hope to the Straits of Magellan.
In the year 1600, the year the East India Company was born, India
was not only nourishing Asia with its rice, wheat, sugar, and raw cotton,
b~t was als~ the industrial workshop of the world, producing a prodig10us quantity of cotton to sell in markets spreading from the farthest
reaches of the East Indies and South Asia in the east to Europe in the
west, and from the shores of the Caspian Sea to the coast of Mozambique
21
and Madaga~car. These international trade routes were conquered by
~e East India Company and the beginnings of an empire were established. In 1717 the East India Company obtained afirman, or grant, from
~mper_or Farrukhsiyar in Delhi, which allowed, among other concess10ns, m return for an annual tribute of 3,000 rupees, the company to
trade customfree throughout the imperial territories. As historian Radha
Kamal Mukherjee writes:
A whole century of activities of Dutch and British pirates, businesses, soldiers, factors and merchants not merely left them in complete monopoly
over the trade between the disparate parts of Asia and between Asia and
Europe, bnt also laid the foundation of empire.22
This edict was to become the foundation of the British commercial
and political policy in India. In January 1757 Bengal fell. Toe East India
Company's traders were no longer "mere merchants;· they were now the
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rulers oflndia. For this, the victorious Robert Clive of the East India Company received a reward of £234,000. 23
Toe East India Company began by importing finished Indian textiles. Later it banned the import of Indian textiles and limited imports
to unfinished products. In 1750, Chinese and Indian regions produced
73 percent of the world's textiles. India was the textile factory of the
world. Toe British destroyed the Indian textile industry and then created their own. Toe industrial myth credits technology as the reason for
the growth of British textiles. However, it was tariffs and prohibitions (in
WTO language "quantitative restrictions") which led to the growth of the
industry in England. Toe technological innovations followed. As H. H.
Wilson, a professor of history at Oxford, wrote:
It was stated in evidence in 1813 that the cotton and silk goods oflndia
up to this period could he sold in the British market at a price 50 to
60 per cent lower than those fabricated in England. It consequently became necessary to protect the latter by duties of 70 to 80 per cent on their
value or by positive prohibition. Had this not been the case, had not such
prohibitory duties and decrees existed, the mills of Parsley and Manchester would have stopped in their outset and could hardly have been again
set in motion, even by the powers of steam. They were created by the

sacrifice of Indian manufacturers.24

Before 1771 England did not produce any cotton cloth at all; it neither grew cotton nor possessed spinners that could make cotton yarn
of sufficient strength for the warp. Toe British textile industry began
developing by importing plain white calicos. Then, using the methods, processes, and prints from India, the calico industry advanced in
England. By 1845 the tables were turned and England dominated the
textile trade. Forgetting history, Sidney Smith could write, "Toe great
object for which the Anglo-Saxon race appears to have been created is
the making of Calico:'25
As India disappeared from production, her contributions disappeared from history. Toe losses caused by "free" trade-textile exports
from India were subject to 80 percent tariffs while imports to India had
2.5 percent tariffs-led to the destruction of both Indias domestic and
export market. By 1846, India the exporter was importing more than
200 million yards of doth from England, as compared with 51 million
yards in 1835 and only 800,000 yards in 1814.26
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Economic Globalization/Corporate Globalization
In the early stages of industrialization, the enclosures movement in
England declared the peasantry dispensable and pushed them off the
land. Industrialization was brought as "development" to countries of
the South. Corporate rule through globalization continue to build upon
the foundation that colonialism created and continues to leave behind it
a trail of devastation and destruction.
The market economy inevitably produces a major shift in the way
rights to resources are perceived. The transformation of commons into
commodities has two implications. It deprives the politically weaker
groups of their right to survival, which they had through access to commons, and it robs from nature its right to self-renewal and sustainability,
by eliminating the social constraints on resource use that are the basis of
common property management.
In Third World countries the transformation ofnatural re sources into
commodities has been largely mediated by the state. Though couched in
the language of advancing the collective public interest, the state is often
a powerful instrument for the privatization of resources. The transformation of forests from village commons to state-reserved forests serves
the interests of the private pulp and paper industry by ensuring cheap
and regular supply of raw material. Similarly, dams are built with public funds, but they aim to satisfy the energy and water needs of private
industry or the irrigation needs of cash-crop cultivation. Credit from
public-sector banks is used to finance the private wells or private trawlers of economically powerful groups. Conflicts over natural resources are
conflicts over rights.
Corporate globalization has been imposed on us. It represents itself as the ocean everyone needs to be swimming in, an inevitable
process to be part of. Corporate globalization, commonly associated
with international trade, is something that many people think they
can ignore. But corporate globalization is not about goods crossing
national boundaries. We've had international trade forever. Goods
were traded across borders before colonialism. In fact, colonialism
was caused by the desire to control that trade. Spices were traded
long before European colonizers sought control over the spice trade.
Corporate globalization now crosses borders with far more serious
consequences for the planet and for humanity than those artificial
borders that define nations. Compared to the ethical borders being
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crossed, international trade is very easy to deal with. These ethical
boundaries have been created over centuries by faiths, cultures, and
societies which declared certain things are not part of commerce.
Certain things are not tradable and will be governed by values other
than commodity values.
Globalization is, in fact, the ultimate enclosure-of our minds,
our hearts, our imaginations, and our resources. Until corporate globalization claimed the resources of this planet-especially water and
biodiversity-to be tradable commodities, it was recognized that water
couldn't belong to anyone. Rain falls, flows through river basins and underground aquifers, meets the ocean, and evaporates in an amazing hydrological cycle that brings us water. Sometimes the cycle is slow and
gives us drought, but we can deal with the drought that the water cycle
gives. We cannot deal with engineered drought that says water will only
flow one way-uphill to money.
We were promised that globalization would bring us peace by constructing a global village in which everyone would be connected. But the
number of wars that have occurred since 1995, when corporate globalization became, literally, the legal constitution of the world, gives lie to
this claim. Look at the misunderstandings between cultures that have
resulted. In Chapter Three, I talk more about the connections between
corporate globalization and the rise of terrorism, the rise of extremism,
and the rise of the right wing. A second promise was prosperity: "When
the waters rise, all boats will rise:· The waters haven't risen. They have
fallen. They have been depleted by the very processes of giving control
over these resources to corporations.
While unbridled capitalist greed has been referred to as "compassionate capitalism'' in the US, compassionate economics of sustenance
and nature are precisely what is destroyed by corporate rule and the rule
of capital. Protection of nature and people's rights are defined as protectionism, as trade barriers, and as barriers to investment. Trade rules
and neoliberal reform institutionalize laws which render compassion itself illegal. Thus, cultures of compassion which treat all life as sacred are
made illegal through patents on life. Cultures of compassion and social
justice which share social wealth and nature's wealth are rendered illegal through privatization of essential public services like water, health,
education. Economies that aim to guarantee and protect livelihoods,
jobs, and social security are dismantled, leaving people with no place
in society or the economy. These are not examples of compassionate
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economies, they are examples of a violent economy which looks more
and more like warfare, both in its methods and its results.
A typical example of the neoliberal paradigm that dominates current economic and social policy can be found in a book published by the
IMF entitled Who Will Pay? Coping with Aging Societies, Climate Change,
and Other Long-Term Fiscal Challenges. In one fell swoop the book's tide
redefines the challenges of social and. ecological reproduction and renewal as fiscal challenges. Humans and nature have disappeared only to
be substituted for money. Market economists who see only markets and
money are blind to nature and society. They are unable to see that the
wealthy's riches are accumulated by exploitation of nature and society.
These economists fail to value what nature and people have already contributed. Their contribution is an ecological and social loan greater than
any given by the IMF.
Native American and Indian cultures both uphold a seventhgeneration logic that states that the impact on the seventh generation
should be taken into account before acting. The neoliberal recipe to dismantle Social Security in the present for future generation's security is
not really based on the consideration of the welfare of future generations.
It is a means of diverting finances from the sustenance economy to the
market economy, leaving both present and future generations without
security.
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creates growth. Mining of groundwater creates growth. Overfishing
creates growth. Further economic growth cannot help regenerate the
very spheres which must be destroyed for economic growth to occur.
Nature shrinks as capital grows. The growth of the market cannot
solve the very crisis it creates. Furthermore, while natural resources
can be converted into cash, cash cannot be converted into nature's
wealth. Market economists trying to address the ecological crisis limit
themselves to the market, and look for substitutes for the commercial
function of natural resources as commodities and raw material. The
increased availability of financial resources cannot regenerate the life
Jost in nature through ecological destruction. An African peasant captured this essence: "You cannot turn a calf into a cow by plastering it
with mud:'28 In natilre's economy and the sustenance economy the currency is not money, it is life.

Globalized Agriculture
Cash-crop production and food processing divert land and water resources away from sustenance needs and exclude increasing numbers of
people from their entitlement to food:
The inexorable processes of agriculture-industrialization and interna-

tionalization-are probably responsible for more hungry people than

Growth and Efficiency in the Market
Another myth about the market economy is that it is the most efficient
method of production. But the "efficient" market economy becomes
highly inefficient when the destruction of nature's economy is taken into
account. The efficiency and productivity of industrial agriculture hides
the costs of depletion of soils, exploitation of groundwater, erosion, and
extinction of biodiversity. Industrial agriculture uses 10 times more energy than it produces. It uses 10 times more water than biodiverse farming with water-prudent crops and organic practices use. In fact, when
assessed from nature's economy, biodiverse, ecological farms have much
higher productivity than large-scale, industrial, monoculture farms. The
illusion of efficiency is produced by externalizing the ecological costs. 27
Frequently, growth is generated by converting resources from nature's economy into market commodities. Economic growth takes
place through the exploitation of natural resources. Deforestation

both cruel wars and unusual whims of nature. There are several reasons

why the high-technology-export-crop model increases hunger. Scarce
land, credit, water and technology are pre-empted for the export market.
Most hungry people are not affected by the market at all. ... The profits
flow to corporations that have no interest in feeding hungry people without money.29

At no point has the global trade of agricultural commodities been
assessed in the light of the new conditions of scarcity and poverty that
it has induced. This new poverty is no longer cultural and relative, it is
absolute and threatening the very survival of millions on this planet. At
the root of this new material poverty lies the economic paradigm of the
market, which can neither assess the extent ofits own requirements for
natural resources, nor the impact of this demand on ecological stability
and survival. As a result, efficient and productive economic activities
within the limited context of the market economy reveal themselves to
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be inefficient and destructive in the context of the other two economies
of nature and sustenance.
In India, the promise of genetically engineered cotton was that it
would yield 1,500 kilograms per acre. In four states, the average yield was
200 kilograms. Farmer incomes were projected to increase by 10,000 rupees an acre, but ran to losses of 6,000 rupees an acre. The performance of
these crops has been completely unreliable. The hybrid maize seeds that
Monsanto sold to peasants in the poorest states of India, like Bihar, left
them with total crop failure and losses totaling 4 billion rupees. In the
case of the failure ofBt cotton in Andhra Pradesh, it was a billion rupees. A
peasant switching to hybrid or genetically modified (GM) seed finds him
or herself, in a year's time, two to three hundred thousand rupees in debt.
When one company controls the trade, controls the chemicals, controls
the market, it sells costly seeds and turns peasants into their biggest buyers. It can only do that by misleading advertising and false projections.
What farmers and peasants are left with are very high levels of debt.30
It's seed freedom for the corporations but seed slavery for the peasants. Monsanto is selling seeds in India at the same price as in the US.
Costs of production have increased tenfold, while prices of agricultural
products have plummeted 50 percent because of trade liberalization. Just
in food crops alo;;_e Indian farmers are losing $24 billion every year. Every
year. The poor who were supposed to be made rich are actually finding
themselves deeper in poverty. The collapse of rural incomes erodes purchasing power and entitlements and, in the end, impoverished farmers
join the ranks of the hungry and indebted farmers commit suicide, as they
have in greater and greater numbers in India. Poverty is revealing itself in
farmer suicides and the emergence of hunger for the first time in independent India.
India has not had a famine since 1942, but now region after region
is experiencing deaths from hunger-starvation deaths. A 1991 government study of a region where 8,000 children died of hunger found, that
before trade liberalization and globalization no child in the zero to six
age group had died as a result oflackoffood. 31 In 2002, 47 percent of children's deaths in India were caused by a lack of food. It is not that there is
no food to eat-65 million tons are rotting in the godowns (storage containers). Having disturbed both ends of the balance-in food production
and consumption-we now have a world where the grain giants take our
food at half the price that the poor pay for it and dump it on someone
else's market. Simultaneously, they import food from somewhere else
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with a $400 billion subsidy that goes not to farmers of the world but to a
handful of corporations and dump it on India's market. The promises of
peace and prosperity are totally elusive.
The WTO's Agreement on Agriculture, which paved the way for the
imposition of cash crops, should be called the Cargill Agreement. It was
former Cargill vice president Dan Amstutz who drafted the original text
of the agreement during the Uruguay Round. WTO rules are not just
about trade. They determine how food is produced, who controls food
production. The primary aim of Cargill, and hence the Agreement on Agriculture, is to open Southern markets and convert peasant agriculture
to corporate agriculture. But opening markets for Cargill implies the closure oflivelihoods for,-farmers. Asia happens to be the largest agriculture
economy of the world, with the majority of the population involved in
agriculture. For Cargill, capturing Asian markets is the key. Converting
self-sufficient food economies into food-dependent economies is the
Cargill vision and the WTO strategy.
Because the Agreement on Agriculture is an agribusiness treaty, it is
a distorted vision of production and trade. It is a recipe for ecological destruction, devastation of family farms, and ruination of people's health.
Behind the apparent neutrality of rules for domestic support, market access, and export competition are biased opinions and myths about food
production and distribution.
Among the myths Cargill perpetuates and enshrined in the WTO
Agreement on Agriculture are the ideas that the US is the best region
for growing food and that the US grows the best food. In reality, the
US is a model of how not to grow and produce food. In 1990, nearly
22 percent of US farming households had incomes below the official
poverty threshold, twice the rate for all US families. In 1993, over 88
percent of the average farm operator's household income was derived
from off-farm income. From 1982 to 1993, the costs of inputs bought by
farmers increased three-fold, driving farm incomes down, as a result
from 1982 to 1992, while 67,000 people per year entered agriculture,
99,000 per year left, resulting in the net loss of 32,000 farmers per year. 32
Is it any wonder that during the period from 1990 to 1994, Indian farmers saw an almost minuscule 1.98 percent return on their investment?
The displacement of small farmers has been justified on grounds
of alleged productivity of large farms. In fact, as former Indian prime
minister Charan Singh has stated, small farms are more productive than
large ones.
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Agriculture being a life process, in actual practise, under given conditions,
yields per acre decline as the size of farm increases (in other words, as

the application of human labour and supervision per acre decreases).
The above results are well-nigh universal: output per acre of investment·
is higher on small farms than on large farms. Thus, if a crowded, capital-scarce country like India has a choice between a single 100 acre farm
and forty 2.5 acre farms, the capital cost to the national economy will be
less if the country chooses the small farms. 33
However, it is the small farms and small farmers who are being
destroyed by globalization and trade-driven economic reforms. Five
million peasants' livelihoods have disappeared in India since "reforms"
were introduced.
Another myth is that free trade allows food to be delivered efficiently.
The reality is that without massive subsidies and dumping. US corporations
could not capture Southern markets. The free trade of agricultural products
is basically a food swap, with countries importing the same commodities
they export, rather than exporting what they can uniquely produce and
importing what they cannot, the entire world is being pushed into trading a
handful of commodities controlled by the agribusiness giants.
Furthermore, the idea that globalized agriculture and dumping will
free up farmer's incomes to purchase "motorbikes, cellular phones and
computers'' is a myth which hides the reality that dumping destroys domestic markets, which in tum destroys livelihoods and incomes.34
Displacement offarmers and destruction of soil, water, and biodiversity are two negative dimensions of the US food system.
The threat to public health is another fatal aspect of an industrialized,
corporate-controlled food system. As US food culture spreads through
globalization, it spreads health hazards. The intense controversy over high
pesticide residues in Coke and Pepsi in India is one example of the public
health hazards posed by US-style industrial food culture. The epidemic
of obesity is another. Nearly 70 percent of children in the US suffer from
obesity and exhibit metabolic disorders formerly seen only in adults, such
as diabetes, high blood cholesterol, and high blood pressure. 35 Today
44 million American adults are obese and another 6 million are "super
obese:· Obesity is now second only to smoking as a cause of mortality in the
US. The Centers for Disease Control estimates that about 280,000 Americans
die every year as a direct result of being overweight.36 The annual health
care costs in the US linked to obesity are $240 billion, with an additional $33
billion spent on diet products and weight loss schemes.
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With globalization, this bad food culture dominated by profits has
spread worldwide. As McDonald's, Coca-Cola, and Pepsi exp~nd their
markets, they destroy healthy, local eating habits. The obesity epidemic
of the, US begins to spread globally with industrial, junk food. In China,
30 percent of children in 12 schools were found to be obese. In India,
nearly 7.5 percent of all children are obese. In Chennai, 18 percent are
overweight. Two in five Delhi students have high cholesterol and diabetes. Besides, the health hazards of industrial foods and junk foods, the
US is now becoming a source of new hazards in the form of genetically
modified organisms (GMOs). Europeans have refused to consume GM
foods. India and Zambia refused GM corn as food aid. There is a global
treaty, the Biosafety Protocol, to regulate trade in GMOs. However, the
US, driven by the biotech industry and agribusiness, would like trade in
GMOs deregulated and citizens denied the freedom to know and choose.
The false faces of organic corporations-Odwalla juice being owned by
Coca-Cola and Celestial Seasonings tea being owned by Hain whose investors include Phillip Morris, Monsanto, and Exxon-Mobil-testifies to
the food giants duplicitous intentions.37 The US threats to initiate a dispute against the EU over GMOs is an example of how WTO rules enable
the imposition of bad food and deny countries and citizens their right to
food safety and good food.
Recent results have just come out from England from three-year
field trials organized by the Ministry of the Environment, and at least
for canola (rapeseed) and beet, the results are showing that there is a
five-times-higher level of extinction of species in farms that are using genetically engineered organisms than there is in conventional chemical
farms. Such studies indicate that, despite the case launched by the US in
May 2003 arguing that the Europeans, by not eating genetically modified
food, were preventing the Africans from solving hunger problems, it is
not going to be very easy to get the Europeans to remove their de facto
ban on GM food.
The Europeans are getting fed up with this bullying. Recently
European environmental commissioner Margot Wallstrom said:
They tried to lie to people, and they tried to force it upon people. It's the
wrong approach. You cannot force it upon Europe. So I hope they have
learnt a lesson from this, especially when they now try to argue that this
will solve the problems of starvation in the world and so on. But come on.
... it was to solve starvation amongst shareholders, not the developing
world. 38
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Another myth is that globalization creates a knowledge society.
But we are not living in a knowledge society if we don't have the very
basic choices that allow us to lead a human life, a life of dignity; allow
us to know how our food is produced, allow us to know what kind of
forest our tables and chairs are made from, allows us to know whether
the wages of the people who grew the food are just or not, allow us to
know what's in our food. That's not a knowledge society. Knowledge
is not the manipulated data of Monsanto. Knowledge is informed citizens making free choices. That would be a knowledge society. But that
democratic frame work is precisely what corporate globalization tries
to annihilate.
In India, there were about 20 independent studies on the failure
of genetically engineered cotton. Toe Research Foundation for Science, Technology, and Ecology (RFSTE) carried out studies, the Agricultural Research Institute carried out studies, the Indian government's Department of Agriculture carried out studies, and all the data
agreed because it reflected what was happening in farmers' fields. But
the only study you will read in an international setting is an article in
Science written by Marin Qaim and David Zilberman, two scientistsone from Bonn, one from Berkeley-showing a 80 percent increase in
yield. Yields were actually down to IO percent.39 These scientists never
came to India during the planting season. They were given data by Monsanto and they published it. But this is not exceptional. This is exactly
what happened when the recombinant growth hormone was pushed
through. The data for the papers published in Science by the so-called
FDA scientists was not generated by them. Tuey had never looked at the
raw data. Monsanto gave them a ready-made paper and it was published
under their names.40
Toe independent knowledge, the little bit that exists, comes about by
collaboration between public scientists, public intellectuals, and activists. What is happening to knowledge and research, under the influence
of corporate science with its monopoly on knowledge, is dangerous for
the human condition. We can't afford it, especially when the work in science, appropriated by commerce, is generating new threats to the environment and to health. We need more independent knowledge, not less.
And instead we are being misled; knowledge is being censored so that
free markets can be created.
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Contemporary Enclosures
Toe enclosures of the commons we witness today, in the privatization
of water and patents on life forms and biodiversity, are rooted in the
first enclosure movement, which has been called the "revolution of the
rich against the poor:·•1 Toe enclosure of biodiversity and knowledge is
the latest step in a series of enclosures that began with the rise of colonialism. Land and forests were the first resources to be enclosed and
converted from commons to commodities. Later, water resources were
enclosed through dams, groundwater mining, and privatization schemes.
Now it is the turn of biodiversity and knowledge to be "enclosed" through
intellectual property rights (IPRs).
Contemporary enclosures enclose both resources and culture. A recent report from the lllternational Forum on Globalization expands the
use of the term commons to include public services like health, water systems, education, and information.42 The management and ownership of
commons can be structured in a variety of ways; what matters is ensuring the common good and common interest of all people, not just that
of a privileged few. Toe state can either facilitate enclosures and privatization of the commons, or by creating public systems and social welfare
structures, it can uphold the commons that serve the common good. It
is this ambivalent role of the state that makes it a zone of contest in conflicts between enclosures and reclamation of the commons.

Intellectual Property Laws
Commons are the collective economic assets of the poor. Enclosures of
the commons are thus a theft of the resources on which the poor depend for their livelihood. Human survival in India, even today, is largely dependent on the direct utilization of common natural resources. 43
Ecology movements are voicing their opposition to the destruction of
these vital commons so essential for human survival. Without clean water, fertile soil, and crop and plant genetic diversity, economic development will become impossible. Sometimes by omission and sometimes
by commission, formal economic development activities have impaired
the productivity of common natural resources, which has enhanced the
contradiction between the market economy and the sustenance economy. Common property resources involve a combination of rights and
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responsibilities among users, balancing use and conservation, a sense of
partnership witb nature, and sharing with diverse communities.
Within indigenous communities, innovation is seen as a social and
collective phenomenon and tbe results are freely available to all. Consequently, not only biodiversity but its utilization has been in the commons
and has been freely exchanged both witbin and between communities.
Innovations have been passed on over centuries to new generations and
adopted for newer uses. Over time, these innovations have been absorbed
into tbe common pool of knowledge. This common knowledge has contributed immeasurably to tbe vast agricultural and medicinal plant diversity that exists today. This heritage is not viewed as a good with an
owner for the purpose of extracting economic benefits. Heritage is not
property at all-it is seen as a bundle ofrelationships rather than a bundle of economic rights representing community and individual responsibility. The concept of individual "property" rights to eitber bioresources
or knowledge remains alien to the local community. This undoubtedly
exacerbates the usurpation of tbe knowledge of indigenous people, with
serious consequences for them and for biodiversity conservation.
When the WTO put in place intellectual property rights and prefixed
them witb TRmeaning"trade related" they intimately linking intellectual
property with trade and dramatically transformed the idea of intellectual
property. Pmviously, patent law was determined by individual countries
according to the situation in the country and rewarded inventiveness
and creativity. Each community decided, according to tbe social situation of the people, the limits for rewarding creativity-what was tbe common property of the people and what could, for a short time, be treated
as an exclusive right. At no point before 1995 did intellectual property
cover tbe very life forms of tbis planet. After 1995, when tbe laws of traderelated intellectual property rights (TillPs) came into force, not only
could cells, genes, plants, sheep, and cows be owned as intellectual property, life had to be owned. That's what Article 27.3(b) of the intellectual
property agreement oftbe WTO imposed on the world. The consequences of this legislation are, of course, tremendous. Our relationship with the
rest of the living world is no longer that of partner, but one of consumer
and, for the corporations, that of creator.
Under the zamindar system tbe British created landlords to collect
rent in order to run the empire. The resultant famine of 1942 which
killed 2 million people, and that extraction and appropriation ofrent is
notbing compared with the annual rent collection that accompanies the
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transformation of seeds into intellectual property. The WTO has created
lifelords and tasked corporations with taxing the peasant who has to
save seeds and tbe AIDS victim in Africa who has to get medicine. A
farmer saving seed or exchanging seeds witb a neighbor is to be treated
as a criminal.
This transformation denies history. The only reason we still have
seeds in the world is because people saved seeds. Not only did tbey save
seeds, it was considered unethical not to save seeds. Ancient Sanskrit
texts say, "The highest sin is to allow the seed to go extinct:' In my region
in the Himalayas, during the Gurkha war, there was starvation but in not
a single hut were the seeds eaten. The seeds had been left untouched. The
people went hungry but tbe seeds were left for future generations. But
now we are not only designing technologies that eliminate the fertility,
the reproducibility of tbe seed (the famous terminator technology), we
are implementing legislation on property rights tbat basically says, "Living tbings that reproduce should not reproduce:· Everything has to be
turned into a commodity.

Privatization of Water
During the WTO Ministerial meeting in Doha, a clause was snuck
into the declaration which talked about the "removal of all tariff and
non-tariff trade barriers" to trade in environmental services. "Trade in
environmental services" basically meant trade in water. In Cancun, the
proposal called for the "removal of all tariff and non-tariff trade barriers
to trade in environmental goods:· That was still water. Whether called a
good or a service it is still free trade rights in water. Free trade rights in
water creates situations like the one which allowed a California company, Sunbelt, to sue Canada under NAFTA because tbe Canadians said,
"No, we don't want to sell our water:'
These treaties are about more than goods moving across national
boundaries. They are about commoditization of tbe entire planet and
transformation of tbe very basis oflife-the planet's life and human life-into
corporate property. WTO rules enclose the commons and deliver tbem into
the hands ofjust a few companies. In water tbere are five water giants: Suez,
Vivendi, Bechtel, Thames, and RWE. And Halliburton has just entered the
field in oil-rich northeast India. Bechtel you may know as one of tbe first
companies to get big reconstruction contracts in Iraq. Bechtel was also
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the company that tried to take over the water contract in Cochabamba,
Bolivia, but was thrown out by the collective action of the people. Under
Bechtel's interpretation, the water concession meant every drop of water
in the region was their property and a rural woman using a pail to draw
water from her own well was a thief. In the US, Bechtel is profiting from
the currently $14.6 billion highway construction project called the Big
Dig. Here, too, water is evading Bechtel's control as the tunnel is "riddled
with leaks."44 As with the first enclosures, privatization serves to benefit a
few at the expense of the many.
The argument behind the privatization of water is that because some
investment of work is made, or some corporate capital is invested, the
resource itself should be redefined as private property. Advocates for the
privatization of water argue, "Purifying water from the raw state, treating it, bringing it to people, taking it away again, is so much work. This
is what renders it an industrial product:' But these same people fail to
recognize the work nature contributes by taking water down from the
mountains, transporting it thousands of miles to the sea, evaporating it,
and returning it back to the earth.
Recategorizing water as private property creates the possibility of excluding others from access to that which is necessary for living. A system
which can claim that water will be allocated on this planet according to
how capital can control and access it is saying that most species can go
extinct. No species seeks its entitlement to its share of water through the
market place; they get their access to water through being members of
communities and ecosystems.
The eucalyptus, which is so beautiful in Australia, has created havoc
in India where it robs other species of their share of water. The eucalyptus
was introduced inappropriately, as a monoculture cash crop, and acts as
an alien species in an environment where it doesn't fit. Trade treaties and
the commoditization of water act in the same way.
In water privatization, as in the other fields where the privatization
of life is directly involved-biodiversity and food-not a single project
is actually fulfilling any of the promises to better the human condition.
Privatization works for corporations even when it fails. For the public it
is a recipe for losing access to public services while being trapped in debt.
In Manila, the water was privatized but Suez could not run the system. It
pulled out, leaving the public utility with the responsibility of supplying
the water, and burdened with debt to the World Bank and guaranteed
payments to Suez. In South Africa, 10 million people had their water
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service cut off because they couldn't pay. As a result 300,000 got cholera
and 300 died. In India-as elsewhere where people argue, "we need
to have privatization because without this money, our systems won't
work" -what you find is that it is public money that makes privatization
run, and at 10 times the cost ofoperating the system publicly. That's what
happened with Delhi's privatization which has led to a 10 fold increase in
water tariffs while all investments are made with public funds. 45 Whether
it's a university or a health care system or a water delivery system, that
same system with public money could have been run at one-tenth of the
cost. Privatization is proving to be extremely ineffective and inefficient
for the public. It is proving to be highly effective for the corporations
who not only dismantle the public domain but walk off with guaranteed
incomes long after they have failed to deliver health or water or energy.
Enron, for example, totally failed in India but is still claiming payments. Bechtel, General Electric, and Enron are claiming $1.2 billion for
a project they could not complete and for energy priced so high that they
could not sell it. And yet whether or not they provide energy, they are
guaranteed payment for 20 years. All privatization contracts come with
these guarantees. And they call it the free market. The market does not
provide services. The market locks in public resources and public wealth
to generate incomes and profits for corporations.

"Takings" and Enclosures
The enclosures and recovery of the commons is not just a historical issue
for England, or an issue at the heart of political and economic conflict in
contemporary India. It is at the core of political conflicts in the US and at
the center of debates on globalization worldwide.
The dismantling of the public domain of common security and public good, carved out through legislation related to environmental protection, protection of labor rights, social security, public health, and public
education, is a form of contemporary enclosures of the commons and it
rests on past enclosures. The controversy surrounding the appointment
of judges to the US Supreme Court is, in effect, about attempts to enclose
the commons recovered through the public trust doctrine.
The first enclosure in the "New World" took place when the land and resources of indigenous communities, the original inhabitants of the Americas,
were taken over through violence and the worst genocide in human history.
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Religion, a mechanistic world view, racism, and cowboy capitalism combined
to appropriate and take land and territory that belonged to the original inhabitants. The economy based on enclosures was the economy of the robber barons, the merchant adventurers and pirates, the cowboy colonizers.
The colonizers and occupiers then assigoed to themselves "natural rights" to
property, as articulated by the philosopher John Locke. The creation of private property through enclosures ofthe commons was defined on the basis of
removing resources from nature and mixing them with labor. The labor of indigenous cultures was made part of nature; land was thus made empty of human contribution. Terra Madre was transformed into terra nullius, an empty
earth to be carved out as private property by cowboy capitalists.
This violent economy of dispossession and unregulated capitalism
was tamed by the New Deal, and some commons were recovered through
the public trust doctrine. National parks, beaches, and waterways were
protected as commons, with the state as trustee.
The attack on environmental legislation in the US is an attempt to
undo the recovery of the commons through the New Deal in order to enclose all public goods and resources as private property. Furthermore,
this theory seeks to simultaneously define such enclosures and takings
as a natural right while defining the recovery of the commons as "takings" and theft.
Richard Epstein's book, Takings: Private Property and the Power
of the Eminent Domain, is the bible of the "ownership society" of the
cowboy capitalists of the 21st century. It is also the bible of judges like
Clarence Thomas and Antonio Scalia who have used Epstein's philosophy
of takings to undo the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, and
alter laws based on the public trust doctrine. The problem with Locke
and Epstein is that they are blind to the takings by colonizers, cowboys,
and corporations, they elevate property created through theft of the
commons into a sacred category, defining all attempts to protect the
common good as a taking for which the original "takee" must be compensated. As Epstein says in Takings, regarding government's environmental protection regulations to prevent enclosures of beaches and
pollution of streams, the government must "provide benefits to the
individuals who have been coerced that leave them at least as well off as
they were before the coercion took place:'"
If this logic was applied fully and honestly, the Native Americans
should be getting compensated for the coercive takings of their land.
However, the takings from local communities are erased, and when the

government tries to protect beaches and streams as publi<': goods, it
is defined as a taking. Thus in the case of Nollan vs. California Coastal
Communities 1987, when the government tried to protect the beach for
the public's common access, Justice Scalia ruled that it was a "taking" unjust and unconscionable. In Lucas, a similar case, Scalia gave a similar
ruling. In Dolan, restrictions on construction to prevent flooding were
also defined as taking: hence illegal.47
The entire foundation of the "ownership society" is based on new enclosures. And the contrived law to justify contemporary enclosures a la
Epstein is based on three falsifications.
The first is the erasure of the history of colonization as a taking,
and the denial of the experience of occupied inhabitants and their prior
rights and prior claims.
The second is the defining of the behavior of states acting on the
public trust doctrine as the same as the eminent domain. Public trust
recogoizes community rights of people to common property; common
goods, and community resources as the highest rights, with government
delegated as the trustee to protect the common wealth. The eminent domain principle is based on denial of community sovereignty, and enables
government to act against the public-and the common good.
Governments protecting forests, beaches, rivers, atmosphere as
commons are acting on the public trust doctrine. Governments enclosing commons and displacing people act on the eminent domain as in the
case of displacing people for darns, highways, and shopping malls. The
public good is sacrificed for private gain, though it is always the public
interest that is invoked.
The third deliberate distortion is the reduction of public to individual. Public is used both for government as well as collective interests and
community organizations. However, cowboy capitalism reduces society
to individuals, and makes community disappear. Margaret Thatcher said
there is no such thing as a society, there are only individuals. Ayn Rand
has said there is no such entity as the public, since the public is merely a
number of individuals.
Richard Epstein argues takings is also based on making community
welfare and the public disappear. He claims the public interest is the
sum of all private interests, and privatization of public goods is a system
designed to advance community welfare. He is able to push this false
argument on fabricated data. According to him, environmental laws
allow the public to gain $1, but the private property owner loses $10;
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therefore, since the public interest is the sum of private interests, the
public loses through environmental legislation. In contrast, our study on
costs of shrimp farming showed that for every $1 of profits for the shrimp
industry, $10 of losses were borne by the local communities. Without
the Coastal Regulation Zone law for protecting fragile ecosystems, the
Indian Supreme Court could not have ordered the closure of the shrimp
farms. That is why in India, as in the US, corporations which extract
superprofits by destroying nature's economies and local sustenance
economies are trying to dismantle environmental legislation. They hide
their brutal takings from nature and society by declaring laws that protect
nature and society as takings by government.
This is the agenda for privatization and enclosures through deregulation for the cowboy capitalist.

Loss ofWorkers' Security
For the commoners and the community, enclosure creates new poverty
and new insecurity. Instead of land, biodiversity, and water being the
source of livelihoods and economic security for the poor, their labor is
the only "resource'' left to· them. The rise of capitalism replaced producer-run economies with capital-run economies. In preindustrial England,
craft guilds ensured a fair living to its members and a high quality of
craftsmanship. Mutual help in sickness and poverty was an essential part
of the guild system.
The essence of the guild system lay in the control of industry by the industrial workers themselves, through an elected authority appointed by
them. In the capitalist system on the other hand, this control is transferred
to men who stand outside the ranks of the industrial workers, and are

frequently in conflict with them. 48
Through years of organizing and pressure in the struggles for workers' rights, jobs were made secure in the industrialized countries and the
"organized" sector in the South. Today, as a result of globalization, workers' rights are being dismantled and instead of growth generating employment, we are witnessing jobless growth. According to Jeremy Rifkin, corporations are eliminating more than 2 million jobs annually in the US.49
One of the victories workers have won is the promise of corporations
to provide for their security in their old age. Corporate globalization is

helping companies to avoid these obligations. By outsourcing jobs, corporations escape from their obligations to their employees in the pursuit of maximizing their profit margins. According to the consulting
firm McKinsey, because of global pay gaps, stemming from, among other
causes, a benefit gap, corporations save at least 45 to 55 percent of their
total costs by outsourcing. The wage gap between US and India is 12 to
1 for telephone operators. According to a 2003 study by the University
of California at Berkeley, corporations could reduce their expenses by
around $300 billion a year by outsourcing an estimated 14 million US
service jobs. 50
Corporations also escape their Social Security obligations by the
outright violation of contracts. Companies have gone so far as to, as the
November 10, 2004 headline of the Wall Street Journal puts it, "Sue Union
Retirees to Cut Promised Health Benefits:· The article reported on a court
summons received by retiree George Kneifel when Rexam Inc., a beverage can maker, sought to eliminate contracted health care benefits.
Furthermore, the proposed privatization of Social Security-high on
President Bush's agenda for his second term-gives corporations "freedom'' to exploit young workers and reclassifies elders as a burden on society, a new category of disposable people. In fact, these elders have given
their share to society in their working years and need care in their old
age, from families and community, from their employers, and from the
government.

The Blindness of the Market
The organizing principles of development based on economic growth
render valueless all resources and resource processes that are not
priced in the market and are not inputs to commodity production. This
premise very often generates economic development programs that
divert or destroy the resource base for survival. While the diversion
of resources-such as the diversion of land from multipurpose community forests to monoculture plantations of industrial tree species,
or the diversion of water from staple food crop production and drinking water needs to cash crop production-are frequently proposed
as programs for economic development in the context of the market
economy, they create economic underdevelopment in the economies
of nature and sustenance. Earth Democracy movements are aimed at
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opposing these threats to survival from market-based economic development. In the Third World, ecology movements are not a luxury
of the rich; they are a survival imperative for the majority of people
whose life is put at risk by the market economy and threatened by its
expansion.
The market economy views conflicts over natural resources and ecological destruction as distinct from the economic crisis and proposes
its own expansion as the solution to the ecological and social crisis it
has engendered. Instead of programs of gradual ecological regeneration
of nature to restore the sustenance economy, immediate and enhanced
exploitation, with higher capital investment, of natural resources is prescribed as a solution. Privatization of water and water markets are offered as a solution to water depletion and pollution which are all "externalities" of the market and which have created the water crisis as I
discussed in Water Wars. The commodification of biodiversity through
patents on life is offered as a solution to the crisis of species extinction
driven by the monocultures on which global markets are based. The disease is thus offered as the cure.

Sustainability
We share this planet, our home, with millions of species. Justice and
sustainability both demand that we do not use more resources than
we need. Restraint in resource use and living within nature's limits are
preconditions for social justice. The commons are where justice and
sustainability converge, where ecology and equity meet. The survival
of pastures and forests as community property, or of a common good
like a stable ecosystem, is only possible with social organizations with
checks and controls on the use of resources built into their principles.
The breakdown of a community, with the associated erosion of concepts of joint ownership and responsibility, can trigger the degradation
of common resources.
In each age of enclosures and displacement, progress is invoked to
sell a project in which the elite usurp the resources and livelihoods of
the poor as the inevitable next step in human evolution. A trajectory
of exclusion is presented as improving the lives of the underprivileged,
even though upheaval and displacement is often the result. By universalizing the measure of progress and development, enclosures are
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hidden, and benefits accruing to the powerful are falsely represented as
benefiting the displaced and the dispensable. Development as dispensability is thus sold as development as well-being and welfare. This is
what happened when dams displaced people. This is what is happening
as highways and river diversions-the infrastructure of globalizationare rendering people dispensable. "India Shining" was the slogan used
in the massive advertising campaigns of 2004 for projects supporting
globalization even though ecologically, economically, and culturally the
result is "India Uprooted:'

Stability
Sustainable societies move in a stable state-with, not against, the
cycles of life. To be in a stable state is not to be motionless; it involves
movement and progression within an orbit, like an electron around
the atom or the moon around the earth. The ecological consciousness of ancient civilizations allowed them to progress in an ecologically stable way. But just as classical physics is incapable of explaining or understanding the motion of the electron, conventional market
economics interpret stability as stagnation and not as movement at
all. Indigenous cultures of the Amazon, of the Andes, or the Himalayas are examples of living cultures that have been sustainable over
millennia and, where not destroyed by the globalized economy, are
sustainable even today. Capturing this conflict, Gandhi stated that
modern civilization:
Seeks to increase bodily comforts, and it fails miserably even in doing
so .... This civilization is such that one has only to be patient and it will
be self-destroyed .... there is no end to the victims destroyed in the fire of
[thisJ civilization. Its deadly effect is that people come under its scorching
flames believing it to be all good.
It is a charge against India that her people are so uncivilized, ignorant, and
stolid, that it is not possible to induce them to adopt any changes: It is a
charge really against our strength. What we have tested and found true on
the anvil of experience, we dare not change. Many thrust their advice upon
India, but she remains steady. This is her beauty: it is the sheet anchor of
our hope. 51

Contemporary ecology movements represent a renewed attempt
to establish that steadiness and stability are not stagnation, and that
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balance with nature's essential ecological processes is not scientific
and technological backwardness, but rather a sophistication toward
which the world must strive if planet earth and her children are to
survive. At a time when a quarter of the world's population is threatened with starvation due to the erosion of soil fertility, water, and
genetic diversity. chasing the mirage of unending growth becomes a
major source of genocide. Killing people through the destruction of
nature is an invisible form of violence which threatens justice, peace,
and survival. Editor and author Claude Alvares calls this destruction
the Third World War, "a war waged in peacetime, without comparison but involving the largest number of deaths and the largest number of soldiers without uniform:'"
In a stable constellation of economic organization, nature's economy is recognized as the most basic, because it provides the founda 0
tion for the sustenance and market economies, and because it has the
highest priority to and claim to natural resources. However, forces for
development and economic growth treat the market economy as primary and nature's economy and the sustenance economy as marginal
and secondary. Capital accumulation does lead to financial growth.
but it erodes the natural resource base of all three economies. The result is a high level of ecological instability, as illustrated in the ecological crisis created by commercial forestry, commercial irrigation,
and commercial fishing. To resolve ecological conflicts and regenerate
nature, these economies must be given their due place in the stable
foundation of a healthy nature. The stability of an economy which values nature as opposed to one which values capital is demonstrated in

Development and economic growth are perceived exclusively· in
terms of processes of capital accumulation. However, the growth of financial resources at the level of the market economy often takes place by
diverting natural resources from people's survival economy and nature's
economy. This generates conflicts over natural resources, and it also
creates an ecologically, socially, and politically unstable constellation of
nature, people, and capital.
The insatiable appetite of growth and the ideology of development
based on it are the prime factors underlying the ecological crises and
the destruction of natural resources. The introduction of unsustainable
cash crops in large parts of Africa is among the main reasons for the
ecological disaster in that continent. The destruction of the ecological
balance of the rainforests of South America is the result of the growth
of agribusiness and cattle ranching in the clear-cut areas. And with no
obligation to ecologically rehabilitate the ravaged land, agribusiness
just moves on to consume other resources and other sectors to maintain and increase profits when the productivity of the land declines. The
costs of the destruction of Africa's grazing lands and farmlands, and of
Latin America's forests, have not been borne by multinational food corporations but by the local peasants and tribals. The costs of ecological
destruction and damage to the sustenance economy are borne by the
local populace alone.

FIGURE I.

The capital-intensive machines and processes of industrialization have
become the measure of human progress, and this progress has been used
as a justification for enclosures and privatization from the first industrial
revolution to the current biotechnology revolution. From the perspective
of the powerful, the enclosure of the commons leads to progress, development, and growth. From the perspective of the people, the enclosures
create new poverty, powerlessness, and, in the extreme, disposability.
Enclosures polarize the common interest of people into the interest of the rich and powerful and the poor and marginalized. Granting
the right to privatize the commons and create private property through
enclosures goes hand in hand with pushing millions into deprivation.
The story of the commons will always be distorted by those who seek
their enclosures. Greed, domination, exclusion are not "essential" human
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qualities. Functioning commons demonstrate that people can govern
themselves, that democratic self-organization and self-governance work,
and that people can cooperate, share, and jointly make democratic decisions for the common good. Those who want greed rewarded through
the private takeover of common property deny cooperation, sharing, and
self-regulation can work in human society.
The philosopher of enclosure, Thomas Hobbes, viewed life as a "short,
nasty, brutish affair" and argued that man is constantly engaged in a war
of all against all. This view of humanity as inherently competitive denies
the sustainability of the common.
In the 20th century, Garrett Hardin revived the tragedy of the commons and turned it into a science. Hardin set up a scenario where each
user of the common is faced with a choice that will bring a large individual gain at a small collective cost-adding a cow to one's herd versus the
impact on the common. He argued that a common pasture would inevitably deteriorate since every herdsman will act in their own self-interest
and put more and more cattle on the pasture. This is Hardins tragedy of
the commons.
What Hardin did not see is that the very existence of the commons
implies the reality of cooperative management and ownership. It is important to recognize that competition has not always been a driving force
in human societies. The scientist and philosopher Peter Kropotkin writes:
Ifwe ... ask Nature: "who are the fittest: those who are continually at war
with each other, or those who support one another?" we at once see that

those animals which acquire habits of mutual aid are undoubtedly the fittest. They have more chances to survive, and they attain, in their respective

classes, the highest development of intelligence and bodily organization."
In large sections of rural societies of the Third World, the principle
of cooperation still dominates. The poor could not survive if they did not
participate in economies of cooperation and mutuality. Similarly, production for one's own consumption rather than for exchange has long
been the predominant mode in subsistence economies. In a social organization based on cooperation among members and production based
on need, the logic of gain is entirely different from that of societies based
on competition and profits. The general logic underlying Hardin's tragedy
of the commons does not operate under such conditions.
Hardin also failed to recognize that the community jointly decides
how many cattle will be allowed to graze on the common and in which

season. By the very nature of the commons, the poorest cannot be excluded nor, as long as collective community management is in place can
it be privatized by the powerful. A privatized commons is no longer a
commons, it is private property, either de facto or de jure. What has been
called the tragedy of the commons is, in fact, the tragedy of privatization.
The degradation Hardin projected on the commons results from the ability of the powerful to exploit resources beyond the ecological limits of
renewability. Daniel Fife, a scientist and researcher, points out:
The tragedy of the commons may appear to be occurring but in fact something quite different is really happening. The commons is being killed but
someone is getting rich. The goose that lays golden eggs is being killed for
profit.
That situation is all too possible in the business world. Responsible business ensures that it can continue to run indefinitely. But when a business

adopts "higher temporary profits'" as its principal goal, its irresponsibility
may lead to the destruction of its own resources. 54

The erosion of systems of social control resulting from modernization and development has led to Hardins model of degradation of the
commons in most regions. However, under certain circumstances where
common lands cannot even support the basic needs of the population, a
tragedy is to be expected even in the absence of competition.
Village commons have been a historical reality in India. Relics of
village woodlots or roadside plantations can still be easily found. In the
traditional village, private and unequal landholdings existed side by side
with common and equally shared resources. While self-interest might
guide a landlord's use of his own land, there were controls, even for the
private landlord, over the use of common resources.
Social and cultural regulations have been the main mechanisms for
preventing the exploitation of nature. Communities are based on commonly accepted norms and values, which provide the organizing principles and control mechanisms for its members. A shared resource can be
managed communally through the implicit acceptance on the part of all
the members of the community of a commonly shared norm.
The self-sufficient nature of the traditional village economy maintained the commons despite socio-economic inequalities. Self-sufficiency
provided a level of equality which prevented individuals from undermining community action. Thus, for example, in a traditional coastal
fishing village with its own socio-economic hierarchies, the exploitation
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of common resources (the fish in the ocean) was guided by rigid controls to which everyone was subjected. The exploitation of the poorer
sections of the village took place on the shore when the catch was distributed on the basis of private ownership. However, the most powerful
groups were prevented from overexploiting the resources of the sea by
community regulations. Examples of regulation could include not fishing during spawning seasons or not using fishing nets with a fine mesh.
Such policies are the primary reason why India's marine ecosystem was
maintained over the centuries. The conservation of village woodlots was
guaranteed through similar mechanisms. It was when the simultaneous
adherence to individual and community regulations was no longer essential, because of the intrusion oflarge urban and industrial markets into
the village economy, that community regulation of common property
became threatened.
Access to the bigger markets was, and still is, by and large, possible
only for the most privileged members of the community. The easy access
to educational, bureaucratic, and financial institutions initiated a process whereby the rich were no longer subject to traditional social norms;
this, in turn, led to the breakdown of the community. In the case of
marine resources, the introduction of mechanized trawlers (through international and local funding) led to the violation of traditional community norms and influenced the manner in which marine resources were
exploited. Similarly, the introduction of new agricultural techniques
that were adopted only by the rich farmers made the village elite less dependent on local resources ( for example, internationally manufactured
chemical fertilizer in place oflocally produced green manure). Such circumstances led ultimately to the slow decay of local resources and the
community norms which had governed their use.

Myths About and Reasons for Overpopulation
There is a growing literature which seeks to blame people in the Third
World and, in particular, their population growth for our current ecological crisis. A prime advocate of focusing on the poor in order to address
the environmental crisis of the rich is Garrett Hardin. In his "Lifeboat
Ethics: The Case Against Helping the Poor the poor, the weak are considered a surplus population, putting an unnecessary burden on the planet's resources. Rather than a philosophy of "women and children first:'
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Hardin's lifeboat operates on a triage basis-and in times of crisis the
weak get sacrificed.55 In this paradigm of security, the control over and
demand for resource of the powerful is what needs to be protected. This
was the message given by the US administration when then president
George H. W. Bush proclaimed at the 1992 Earth Summit and, nine years
later, shortly after 9/11, Dick Cheney echoed, "The American way of life
is nonnegotiable:· If resource-destructive life styles are to be protected,
some people become expendable.
According to US policy, population control activities are a security
issue. This is illustrated in a summary of the Department of Defense's
position on population:
As difficult and uncertain as the task may be, policy makers and strategic
planners in this country have little choice in the coming decades bnt to
pay serious attention to population trends, their causes and their effects.
... They must employ all the instruments of statecraft at their disposal
(development assistance and population planning) every bit as much as
new weapon systems. 56

A National Security Policy reports finds growing populations will
create growing domestic needs. As a result, "concessions to foreign companies are likely to be expropriated or subjected to arbitrary intervention. Whether through government action, labor conflicts, sabotage, or
civil disturbance, the smooth flow of needed materials will be jeopardized:'57 The demands of the US economy give the US enhanced interest
in the political, economic, and social stability of supplier countries. Because, as the Center for Strategic and International Studies report finds,
manpower-intensive regional conflicts are likely to predominate in the
years ahead, the US government has focused on the environment, population growth, and women's rights as driving forces for its foreign policy
in a new global politics. Third World populations need to be controlled to
ensure natural resources for the growth of US corporations.
This imperialistic view of the relationship between resources and
population growth does not perceive that population growth is triggered by the appropriation of resources from the common people. Such
appropriation also helps create an environment in which resistance
movements can grow, as the paired implementation of NAFTA and the
Zapatista uprising in Mexico on New Year's Day 1994 highlights.
Controlling the populations without controlling production and
consumption patterns does not address the environmental crisis.
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Tue largest pressure on resources does not come from the large
numbers of the poor, but from the wasteful production systems,
long distance trade, and overconsumption in the First World. The
proposed solution-blaming the victims and failing to address the
role economic insecurity and the denial of rights to survival plays in
population growth-exacerbates the problem.
Reducing populations oflocal communities and ignoring the burden
of the global market cannot protect the ecosystems of the South. Moreover, most analyses of the relationship between population and the environment ignore the nonlocal demand for resources. It assumes that local
population pressure is the only environmental pressure on ecosystems.
The "carrying capacity" in the case of human societies is not merely a
biological function of local population size and local biological support
systems. It is a more complex relationship that relates populations in the
North to populations and ecosystems in the South.
Northern demands on Third World resources effectively lower the
threshold of resources available to support local populations. In other
words, what would be a "sustainable" population size on the basis of the
local production, consumption, and lifestyle patterns is rendered nonsustainable by nonlocal demands.
Most ecosystems in the Third World carry not only local populations, they also carry, by satisfying the demands for industrial raw material, the North. For example, the Netherlands uses seven times its land
area to meet its natural-resource demands. The concept of an "ecological footprint" provides a way of assessing the nonlocal ecological impact
of production and consumption patterns. As Wackernagal and Rees of
the task force on Planning Healthy and Sustainable Communities write,
"The ecological footprint is a measure of the 'load' imposed by a given
population on nature. It represents the land area necessary to sustain
current levels of resource consumption and waste discharge by that
population:' 58
Amory Lovins, an energy expert, uses the metaphor of energy "slaves"
to quantify demands on natural resources, "In terms of workforce," he
writes, "the population of the earth is not 4 billion but about 200 billion, the important point being that about 98 percent of them do not eat
conventional food:' According to Lovins, each person on earth places
the equivalent of about fifty people's demands on the eartlis resources.
Lovin goes on to address the unequal demand on resources in which
"the average inhabitant of the USA'.' uses 250 times the resources as the
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"'average' Nigerian:'59 A rational environmental approach would direct
policy measures to target those who demand the majority of the energy.
False perceptions of the problem lead to false solutions. Even
if 80 percent of the world's population-the poor people-were to be
exterminated through population control, it would only address a small
percent of the environmental problem. The lifeboat will sink anyway because
of "population pressure'' generated by the rich and their "energy slaves:·
Environmental space is the share of resources available to each
human given the total available resources and the ability of the eartlis
ecosystem to deal with pollution. The concept of environmental space
allows us to view creating more pollution than the biosphere is able to
cope with as a form of enclosure since it robs others of their legitimate
share. The US, with 36 percent of the CO2 pollution and less than 5 percent of the world's population, can be seen as, in effect, "enclosing" the
atmosphere.
The theoretical conceptual challenge is to locate nonsustainable use
not just in visible local demand but also in the invisible, nonlocal demand for resources. Without this broader vision the drive for "sustainable populations" will become an ideological war against the victims of
environmental degradation in the Third World, especially poor women; a
war that does not confront the real pressures on the environment, which
come from global economic systems and the lifestyles of the rich.
What Hardin and those who propose market solutions for the crisis
in ecological and human sustainability fail to notice about the degradation of the commons is that such degradation is accelerated when the
commons are enclosed, people are displaced, and resources are exploited
for private profit. In England, the enclosure of the commons forced peasants off the land and turned it into pastureland for sheep, making "fat
beasts and lean people:· The disenfranchised people had no recourse but
to sell their labor.
Population growth is not a cause of the environmental crisis but
one aspect of it, and both are related to resource alienation and the
destruction of livelihoods. A population increase also accompanied the
enclosure of the commons in England. The population of England (and
Wales) doubled from 7.5 million in 1781 to 16.5 million in 1831.60 In 1600,
the population of India was 'between 100 million and 125 million and
remained stable until 1800. Then, dovetailing neatly with the expansion
of British rule in India and the reduction of resources, rights, and
livelihoods available to the people, the rise began: 130 million in 1845,
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175 million in 1855, 194 million in 1867,255 million in 1871.AsRadhakamal
Mukherjee concludes, "Pax Britanica stimulated a population increase
unprecedented in the preceding centuries:'61
By 1900, the disparity between population and resources and the
overcrowding of agriculture, resulted in unemployment and poverty on
a scale unparalleled in any modern civilized community. As Mahmood
Mamdani has put it, 'i\nother source of income must be found, and the
only solution is, as one tailor told me, 'to have enough children so that
there are at least three or four sons in the family:" When people lose all
other kinds of security and the absence of any assured social security,
children are the only economic security. Because of inadequate resources and inaccessible or poor health service, an Indian woman has to produce six children to ensure at least one son will survive to take care of her
and her husband when she is 60. 62
After many decades of failed "population control;' it might well be
more fruitful to directly address the roots of the problem-people's economic insecurity. Giving people rights and access to resources so that
they can regain their security and generate sustainable livelihoods is the
only solution to environmental destruction and the population growth
that accompanies it.

Living Economies
Tue ecological threats to sustenance demand a paradigm shift. Throughout history societies that have neglected to maintain their sustenance
resource base have collapsed after an initial period of growth. The collapse of the Mesopotamian and Roman civilizations, for example, was
associated with the collapse of their life-support systems. The threat
to the sustenance of the sub-Saharan countries is similarly rooted in
the destruction oflife-support systems. Societies have never succeeded
by following a path of unending growth based on over-exploitation of
resources.
Earth Democracy movements are struggles of the disadvantaged and
excluded, aimed at conserving nature's balance to preserve their survival.
Ecology and justice movements offer the world a future by working to
ensure the survival of, and protect the fundamental rights to, the earth's
resources. They are movements of marginal communities who have been
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deprived of the benefits of market- and trade-led economic globalization,
but who bear all the costs. They reverse the trend of treating uprooted
people as disposable people.
Earth Democracy is a nonviolent response to a war that threatens
to destroy us all, even the victors. The practices employed in emerging
ecology movements represent incipient attempts at a fundamental
restructuring toward justice, sustainability, and Earth Democracy.
These movements are small, but they are growing. They are local,
but their success lies in their nonlocal impact. They demand only
the right to survival, yet with that. minimal demand is associated
the right to live in a peaceful and just world. Unless worldviews and
lifestyles are restructured ecologically, peace and justice will continue
to be violated and, ultimately, the very survival of humanity will be
threatened.
Our destinies are out of our control. Earth Democracy is a way to
face the real challenge of bringing our destinies back into self-regulation.
The principles of Earth Democracy evolved through the convergence of
groundwork with communities and the debates over the dominant paradigm. Earth Democracy is about ecological democracies-the democracy of all life. For too many people democracy is periodically voting for
leaders who turn their backs and say, "It doesn't matter if you don't want
war, I'll still go to war. It doesn't matter if you don't want GMOs. We'll still
force-feed you with GMOs. It doesn't matter if you don't want to privatize
your education system, we'll still privatize it anyway.' This "democracy"
does not represent or inspire the people.
Our democracy takes into account whose concerns we must have in
mind when shaping our economies and deciding what we do with our
food, our water, our biodiversity, and our land. Tue democracy of all life
is a living democracy; it recognizes the intrinsic worth of all species and
all people. Because all people and all species are, by their very nature,
diverse, it recognizes diversity not just as something to be tolerated but
as something to be celebrated as the essential condition ofour existence.
Without it we are not. And all life, including all human beings, have a
natural right to share in nature's wealth, to ensure sustenance-food and
water, ecological space, and evolutionary freedom. This is not a right
written by states. It is not a right that can be denied by corporations and
corporate greed.
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Justice and Stability
Gandhi's economic constitution reads:
According to me, the economic constitntion oflndia and, for the matter of
that, the world should be such that no one under it should suffer from want
of food and clothing. In other words everybody should be able to get sufficient work to enable him to make the two ends meet. And this ideal can be
universally realized only if the means of production of the elementary necessaries oflife remain in the control of the masses. These should be freely
available to all as God's air and water are or ought to be; they should not be
made a vehicle of traffic for the exploitation of others. Their monopolization
by any country, nation or groups of persons would be unjust. The neglect of
this simple principle is the cause of the destitution that we witness today
not only in this unhappy land but in other parts of the world, too."
The suicidal market economy destroys nature's economy and the
people's sustenance economy, creating ecologic crisis and economic
crisis, while making growth nonsustainable and inequitable. Living
economies rejuvenate ecological processes while reactivating people's
creativity, solidarity, and interdependence. Robust living economies are
people-centered, decentralized, sustainable, and livelihood-generating.
They are based on co-ownership and coproduction, on sharing and
participation. Living economies are not mere concepts; they exist and
continue to emerge in our times. Living economies are being shaped by
ordinary people in their everyday lives.
Living economies are based on the vibrant, resilient, and renewable
nature's economies and rich, diverse, and sustainable people's economies. Living economies are sustainable and just. They respect the renewable limits of natural resources and share those resources to ensure
everyone's needs are met. This is why biodiversity and water must stay in
the commons. And why the defense of the commons is the basis of many
movements that fall within the constellation of Earth Democracy.
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isolation is why localization, the elevating oflocal concerns and rdgulation, is a key tenet of Earth Democracy. Localization provides a test for
justice. Localization is a test of sustainability. This is not to say all deci:
sions will be made on a local level. There will of course be decisions and
policies made on the national level and the global level, but to reach
these other levels they have to constantly pass the screen of living democracy. Authority is delegated to more distant levels of government
on the principle of subsidiarity: things are most effectively done at the
level closest to where the impact is felt. This principle is an ecological
imperative.
Devaluing the role of natural resources-in ecological processes and
in people's sustenance economy-and the diverting and destroying of
these resources for commodity production and capital accumulation are
the main reasons for the ecological crisis and the crisis of survival in the
Third World. The solution lies in giving local communities control over
local resources so that they have the right, responsibility, and ability to
rebuild nature's economy, and through it their own sustainability. This is
what living economies are undertaking.
Living economies are based on people's creativity and selforganization. Living economies grow outward, from the individual to the
community to the region to the country to the global level. The most intense relationships are at the local level and the thinnest interactions at
the international level. That is why living economies are primarily local
and decentralized, in contrast to the dominant model, which is global
and centralized. Localization and decentralization do not imply isolation or the inability to coordinate with a high level of organization. In living economies small self-organizing systems can network to an extremely complex level of organization. In India, the women ofLijjat Papad and
the Tiffin carriers of Mumbai who inspire even the global market giants
powerfully demonstrate this.

Regulating the Market
Localization
What happens in Iraq doesn't matter to most people in the US. Except
for the families of the soldiers who have been sent there, it's not a pain
that most people feel on a daily basis. The distance isolates them. This

Living economies are grounded by two ecological principles necessary
to protect and restore nature and society that free market economists
have resisted implementing. These principles are the "precautionary
principle'' and the "polluter pays principle" as enshrined in Agenda 21 of
the UN Conference on Environment and Development (1992), known as
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the Earth Summit. The precautionary principle calls for not undertaking
activities that could cause ecological harm. The polluter pays principle
requires that the polluter must pay for any harm done to nature and society and for the costs of the cleanup.
Under the polluter pays principle, those engaged in selling fossil fuels
and fossil-fuel-based energy and transportation systems must pay for the
impacts of climate change, for processes which reduce CO2 emissions,
and to develop sustainable, renewable energy alternatives. It is now recognized that over the next century the climate will change because of
fossil fuel use and greenhouse-gas emissions-especially CO 2• The concentration of greenhouse gases already present in the atmosphere will
cause the earth's atmosphere to warm in the range of 1.9 to 5.8 degrees
Celsius over the next century. And while the industrialized world accounts for the major share of CO 2 emissions-because changes in temperature and precipitation will have greater impact on the viability of agriculture in the tropics; because people in the South are more dependent
on local agriculture; and because sea-level rise will have higher impact
on coastal communities and small island states-the South will feel the
major impact.
Attempts have been made to draft a climate-change agreement addressing the common problems-but with different responsibilitiesstemming from atmospheric pollution. The Kyoto Protocol attempts
to put the responsibility for reducing greenhouse gasses on countries.
In Earth Democracy the responsibility of resolving the climate change
problems would be on the companies-and their CEOs. The responsibility of governments and intergovernmental agreements would be to
ensure that production and consumption patterns operate within sustainable cycles.

Living Economies for Rejuvenation of Livelihoods
Livelihoods are the human source of sustenance, meaning, and purpose;
they provide a sense of self and of community. Livelihoods are ways of
living and means of life. Livelihoods are not "jobs;' where one sells labor power to someone else who pays wages. A peasant cultivating food
does not have a job, but does have a livelihood. Livelihoods are selfgenerated. Creative production through "self-employment" needs access
to resources and this is what commons ensure. Fishing communities
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need access to the seas as commons for their livelihoods, forest c~mmunities need access to the forest commons for their livelihoods, and farming communities need access to biological and hydrological commons
for their livelihoods. The enclosures of the commons rob people not just
of their resources, but also of their self-sustainability and livelihoods.
In India, 5 million peasants are displaced annually. Seventy-five percent of India's 1 billion people base their livelihoods on agriculture. In
spite of 6 percent annual growth of GNP over the past decade, India's
employment in agriculture and manufacturing has declined. Even the
services sector is witnessing jobless growth. The much heralded outsourcing of information technology jobs to India currently contributes
less than 1 percent of the GDP and employs less than 1 million people-a
mere .01 percent of the population. Furthermore, these jobs are restricted
to the less than 5 percent of Indians who receive a college education.
Thus, agriculture and manufacturing will remain the source oflivelihood
for most lndians. 64
While globalization is leading to jobless growth and creating disposable people, living economies ensure work for all. Living economies are
based on working for sustenance. They put human beings and nature at
the center. In living economies, economics and ecology are not in conflict. They are mutually supportive.

Living Economies in Practice
I was taught my first lessons about the value and worth of nature's economy by the women of Chipko. For the local women, the forests were
mothers, providing all needs for sustenance-water, food, fuel, fodder,
and medicine. Landslides caused by deforestation were the main trigger
of their protests. But logging also made streams disappear and aggravated floods and droughts, which resulted in scarcity of fuel and fodder.
Logging in India has been a major source of revenues ever since colonial policies converted the forests from commons managed and used
for local needs into timber mines to supply raw material for the empire.
The living economy of the earth community faced the killing economy of
the market. Throughout the 1970s, in village after village, women would
come out and by hugging trees-chipko means hug or embrace-prevent
the logging companies from destroying their forests. A massive flood in
1978 made the government realize the women were right in saying that
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the forests were not timber mines, but ecological security. In 1981 the
government imposed a ban on logging in the high Himalaya. In the act of
embracing trees as their kin, ordinary women mobilized an energy more
powerful than the police and the brute strength of the logging interests.

Navdanya: The Living Economy of Food
Navdanya is a network that attempts to shift from the suicidal/ genocidal
economy of agribusiness imposed by the WTO and the World Bank to living economies of food. More than 200,000 farmers are working to enrich
the earth, create prosperity for rural producers, and provide quality food
to consumers. Rebuilding nature's economy involves rebuilding soil fertility and the biodiversity of microorganisms. It reintroduces biodiverse
farming to both replace chemicals as fertilizers and pesticides and to increase the productivity and nutritional value of crops.
Navdanya farmers are able to reduce their expenses by the 90 percent
that was used to buy chemicals and create corporate profits. That saved
income finances education and health. The incomes of Navdanya
farmers are three times higher than the incomes of chemical farmersless is wasted on toxins and biodiversity, and fair trade reduces farmer
vulnerability to volatile markets and unfair rules of trade.
Navdanya has built living economies at the level of production, processing, and distribution. Biodiverse organic production, combined with
fair trade is increasing livelihood security, food and nutritional security,
and health. The environment, farmers, and public health are all enriched.
Creating the living economy of food is not separate from creating
living democracies or living cultures. Alternatives to corporate dictatorship and food fascism deepen democracy and reclaim cultural spaces.
Living food economies are creating the real culture oflife as alternatives
to the culture of death being spread by global agribusiness and the food
industry. Living food economies also challenge the myth of"cheap" food.
The cheapness of industrially produced, genetically engineered, globally
traded food rests on subsidies for oil, subsidies for chemicals, subsidies
for exports, subsidies in the form of tax holidays, subsidies in the form
of exploitation of farmers and workers throughout the food chain. If real
costs of food were internalized, corporate-controlled food would be too
costly for anyone to choose. We need to move from "cheap and nasty" to
"fair and healthy:'
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Lijjat Pappad: A Women's Economy
Communities in India are creating living examples ofliving economies in
the cracks of the market. One such example is Lijjat Papad. Lijjat Papad
is a typical Indian snack. Starting from a group of seven women in March
1959 grew a women's organization that now has 40,000 members. These
women got together in Gurgaum, Mumbai to roll papads as a source of
income. Sales, which totaled only 6,196 rupees in the first year, are today 3 billion rupees. The organization has 63 branches and 40 divisions
spread across India. Lijjat Papad's success and connection with living
economies lies in its philosophy and organizational structure. The organization's brochure reads:
The biggest asset of our organization is its philosophy. We do not have the
might of Power. We have neither a lot of money nor influential people. Yet
our organization has survived. It is running very well in spite of no one in

particular running it. In fact, it is growing.
Many will wonder, how this is possible. How can such an organization run

where there is no boss, where nobody passes orders, where all enjoy equal
rights? In fact there is nothing to wonder about. The key to success of our
organization lies in the treasure of our basic thoughts.65

The brochure continues to explain the philosophy behind the organization which has allowed it to grow in sustainable ways while ensuring livelihoods for the women, who work with it. Some key philosophical
points include:
Common ownership-All sister members are its owners. All the profit

and loss, whatever it may be, is shared or owned by the members jointly. As their pledge states, "I shall adopt the broader meaning of
common ownership .... instead of thinking in terms of! should get more
than others, I shall aspire that other should not get less
than me:·
Non-discrimination-Our organization belongs to sisters. They may be of
any religion or caste, educated or uneducated, rich or poor.
Voluntarism-Ours is a voluntary organization of sisters, which means

that they can willingly join it, if they like the philosophy and practices of
the organization and they can leave it of their own free will if, there is any
special reason to do so.... No kind of work is considered inferior or superi-

or. For the organization every kind of work is equally important and sisters
are free to choose the work they like.
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Autonomy and Independence-Our organization does not accept aid or

charity. This is our basic philosophy. From the very inception of our organization we have never accepted from anyone charity, donation, or grant and
we shall never do it in future.

Ethical business and commitment to quality, not profits-The basic objective of our organization is to make some earning hy dint of hard work and
live with honor. Ifwe do not make money, the organization will not run,
and to make money, it is essential to run the business w:ith great under-

standing, wisdom, and skill.
Our organization is like a family-Along with the philosophy ofrunning
the business wisely, it is also our main objective that sister members

of our organization work happily in an organized way with a feeling of
mutual trust and friendship .... All sisters are equal. No one is a boss or a
subordinate. In respect of status, no one is superior or inferior. They have

equal rights in the organization.... It does not matter whether they receive
more remuneration or less. That does not make one superior and the
other inferior. If there is any difference among them, it is in respect of the

responsibilities. Some sisters shoulder less responsibility, others shoulder
more. The Sanchalika [branch head; chosen by consensus] of the center
has to shoulder the highest responsibility and look after other sisters as
the mother looks after the members of the family.
Our organization is a place of worship-We treat our organization as a

revered place of worship like a temple, mosque, gurudwara, church .... We
believe that society itself is the manifestation of God. So whatever economic activity goes on in the society must aim at bringing about welfare
of all including you and me. The economic activity that does not have this
purpose and which is done with narrow, selfish attitndes is sure to spell
disaster for the society. 66

Dabbawalas, the Dignity of Labor
Everyday in South Mumbai, more than 3 million people go to work, but
many are still able to eat homemade food because 5,000 dabbawalas or
tiffin box carriers bring hot lunch boxes from people's homes to their offices. With no documentation, no orders, no bosses, this self-organized
network, the Mumbai Tiffin Box Suppliers Association, daily delivers
175,000 lunch boxes. That these deliveries occur during a three-hour period, over 28 miles of public transportation, with only one mistake every
16 million deliveries is astounding.
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The dabbawalas are considered the descendants of the soldiers of the·
great Chatrapathi Shivaji Maharaj, the founder of the Maratha Empire.
As Raghunath Megde, the president of the association states, "No one in
the association is an employee or employer, all are partners and all are
co-owners:' They have evolved their own logistics of delivery and their
own coding system. Each tiffin box has a number of codes painted on it
that identify where the box was picked up, the originating and destination stations, and the address to which it is to be delivered.
The entire network operates on the basis of decentralized units
which each consist of 15 to 25 dabbawalas. Each group is independent
of the other as far as money is concerned, but they coordinate with each
other for the delivery of dabbas. Independence does not imply isolation
or fragmentation but interdependence and mutuality. Every dabbawala
contributes 10 rupees per month toward the trust and each group manages its money and day-to-day functioning. The network of 5,000 that
makes millions of deliveries is self-organized and does not rely on external control mechanisms, externally directed organizational structures,
or hierarchical management layers. On the 15th of every month, the association holds a meeting to resolve disputes and address problems.
The network does not just provide self-employment opportunities
to its members. By maintaining a link between home and work, kitchen
and office, the dabbawalas provide continuity to food cultures and food
diversity, and offer a viable working alternative to the fast food monoculture and McDonaldization of food systems in a large metropolis.
These examples of sustainable and self-organized economies reverse
the logic of economic glohalization, which is based on destroying employment and livelihoods and imposing economic management from either the
World Bank and IMF or the WTO trade rules or corporate headquarters.

Conclusion
People-centered economic systems are based on people's creativity,
intelligence, and self-organizing activities. Incomes are based
on returns on investment of labor and not on returns on capital
investment. Ownership is based on work, not capital. Decisionmaking
is decentralized. Large networks emerge from interconnectedness of
small-scale, self-organized activity. Localization does not imply isolation
from the larger world, but self-determination with interdependence.
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CHAPTER TWO
Living economies, with human creativity at the core, thus mimic
nature's diversity, self-organization, and complexity. Every person: every
group, every community is its own center, connected ~o. others m ~utuality and support. Gandhi captures the structures of hvmg economies
thusly:

Living Democracies

Life will not be a pyramid with the apex sustained by the bottom. But it

·11 be an oceanic circle whose center will be the individual always ready
: perish for the village, the latter ready to perish fo_r ~e _circle of villages
till at last the whole becomes one life composed of mdividuals, never
aggressive in their arrogance, but ever humble, sharing the majesty of the
oceanic circle of which they are integral units. Therefore, the outermost
circumference will not wield power to crush the inner circle, but will give
strength to all within and will derive its own strength from it."

emocracy has become a much abused term. Operation Iraqi Freedom promised to bring Iraqis democracy but brought torture,
abuse, and the denial of basic needs. Globalization promised to spread
democracy under the assumption that free trade equals open markets,
which equals open societies. This equation does not hold. The markets
of corporate globalization are not open-the trade rules give control to
giant corporations. And the resulting societies are not open either. Corporate globalization is creating a dictatorship over food and water, over
the most vital aspects of our lives. It is robbing us of our freedoms at the
most fundamental level-that of survival. Representative democracy is
increasingly inadequate at defending our fundamental freedoms.

D

Globalization and the Limits of Representative
Democracy
Corporate globalization and free trade rules provide immunity to corporations and capital from social and political regulation by citizens and
governments. By deregulating commerce, corporate globalization takes
the decisions about our everyday lives beyond the influence of democracy to the WTO, the IMF, the World Bank, Wall Street, and corporate
boardrooms. It is, in effect, the death of economic democracy.
Corporate globalization destroys local and national economies and
the livelihoods and jobs that domestic economies generate in the pursuit

